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responsiveness to the background stimuli. This increase has been seen to last as long as 50 milliseconds.)
The extra stimulus can be applied in either of two
ways: (a) electrically in the same direction as the
background stimulation or (b) in the opposite direction. Under both conditions a response can be produced. In the first case the response varies in height
as the extra stimulus varies in its time relations with
respect to the stimuli of the high frequency background. This indicates that the response is dependent
upon the summation of stimuli and accords with the
observations of Bugnard and Hill.6 When the two
sets of stimuli are opposed in direction a full-sized
response is produced with great regularity. Obviously
summation of stimuli plays no part here, and the
probable factors concerned will be discussed below.
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refractory state,"9 and also that extra shocks applied
through the same electrodes and in the same sense
electrically are effective only when they summate with
background stimuli. Bugnard and Hill, however, conclude that an extra shock "in the opposite electrical
sense, raises the excitability and shortens the refractory state" (p. 424) and postulate that such a shock
does not itself excite but enables the next following
background stimulus to become effective. Although
such a condition may exist in alternating high frequency stimulation, it doers not occur when an extra
reversed shock is applied against a background of
unidirectional stimulation as in the present experiments. Osdillograph records of the time relations
show, on the contrary, that the large response following the extra stimulus is produced by the latter and
not by the succeeding background stimulus. We have
furthermore tested, both at the anode and at the
cathode, the excitability of the nerve immediately after
30 or more seconds of high frequency stimulation. At
the cathode the response to a maximal testing shock
does not reach full height until after 10 to 12 seconds,
while at the anode t-here has been almost no change in
excitability and the response to the testing shock is
nearly maximal immediately after the background
stimulation is removed. We therefore conclude that
with high rates of stimulation the local depression is
confined to the region of the cathode, so that an extra
reversed stimulus is effective because the anodal region
is not significantly depressed.

DIscussIoN
We can, therefore, present the following potential
picture which describes the decreased effectiveness of
stimuli applied at rates on the order of 2,500 per
second: (1) The response to these high rates of
stimulation is largely but not completely abolished.
(2) This decreased response is partly due to a decreased excitability at the stimulating electrodes, since
the response can be increased by raising the strength
of the high frequency stimuli or by summating an
extra shock with the background excitation. (3) The
decreased excitability which obtains at the high frequency electrodes is not present elsewhere on the nerve,
SUMMARY
since extra stimuli of normal strength applied through
Observations of individual action potentials during
other electrodes can produce practically full-sized re- high frequency stimulation show that the failure to
sponses. Furthermore, the decreased excitability at excite, in so far as it is not due to refractoriness,
the high frequency electrodes is localized in the region depends upon a localized depression at the cathode
of the cathode, since an extra just supermaximal shock which may last for a considerable period after the
applied at the electrodes carrying the high frequency stimulation has been discontinued. Excitability of all
stimulus, but reversed in electrical sense, produces other regions of the nerve, including that at the high
almost a full response.
frequency anode, is not significantly altered.
From the foregoing picture the decreased effectiveMcKEEN CATTYELL
ness of high rates of stimulation can be explained on
DEPARTmENT OF PHYSIOLOGY, HARRY GRUND)EST
the basis of two factors: refractoriness and cathodal
CORNELL UNIVESITY MEDICAL COLLEGE,
depression, as suggested by Bugnard and Hill.6 At
NEw YORK CITY
any one time most of the fibers are refractory to suc9 Bugnard and Hill use the term "refractory state"
cessive stimuli of the series. The ineffective stimuli, for a local decrease in excitability owing to a combination
of the effects of refractory period and local excitatory
therefore, produce a cathodal depression such as was change.
described by Gildemeister7 and by Erlanger and Blair.8
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pleton-Century. $2.50.
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Three Important New Books
Dole-Principles of Experimental and
Theoretical Electrochemistry
By MALcoLm DoLu, Department of Chemistry, Northwestern University. International Chemical Series. 536 pages, $5.00.
Describes the principles of experimental and theoretical electrochemistry from the modern, mathematical-electrical point of view. The author discusses classical electrochemistry and the newer
fields of electric moments, molecular rays, Debye solution theory, quantum mechanical theories, etc.
Special attention is paid to recent advances in the fields of conductance, measurements and theory,
transference numbers, and the mathematical theory of Debye and Hiickel. The approach is new
in that the author defines electrochemistry as that body of knowledge accumulated through the
application of electric instruments and electric measuring devices, of electric and magnetic fields,
etc., to the solution of the problems of chemistry.

Henderson and Fernelius-A Course in Inorganic
Preparations
By WILLIAM E. HENDERSON, Professor of Inorganic Chemistry, and W. CONARD
FERNELIUS, Assistant Professor of Inorganic Chemistry, The Ohio State University.
International Chemical Series. 186 pages. In press.
These exercises in the preparation of pure compounds constitute an introductory course to advanced
or graduate courses in inorganic chemistry. The material is organized around definite methods of
procedure. Inorganic Preparations is not a recipe book; it seeks to broaden the student's knowledge of systematic inorganic chemistry, to provide training in the methods and technique of preparing pure inorganic substances, and to cultivate the habit of referring to original sources. Fundamental operations are stressed, and each step in the exercises is amplified by an adequate discussion
of the principles involved.

- Snodgrass-Principles of Insect Morphology
By R. E. SNODGRASS, Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine, United States
Department of Agriculture. McGraw-Hill Publications in the Zoological Sciences.
656 pages, $6.00.
The chief importance of this new book is that it brings together in one volume a large body of significant material which is otherwise to -be obtained only in widely scattered scientific journals, written
in many languages. Designed as a guide to insect structures, the book presents the latest developments and ideas on insect morphology (including embryology and histology) and physiology.
After a general review of the interrelated structures of annelids and arthropods, the book takes
up the individual parts and appendages of the insect body and the internal system of organs.

Send for copies on approval

McGRAW-1HILL BOOK COMPANY, INC.
330 West 42nd Street, Ne' York

Aldw-ych House, London, W.C.2
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